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DIPLOMATIC SKILLS USED FOR INTERNATIONAL 

MARKETING PRACTICE

Bahles, M.

similar to situations in international diplomacy. This article presents application of the theories and concepts of 

diplomacy for management, especially marketing practices. The goal of the article is to elaborate the concepts and 

solutions of international diplomacy for international marketing. The used research method is secondary analysis of 

existing theories and concepts of diplomacy in combination with expert interviews with international diplomats as well as 

international marketing practitioners. The results of the presented examination have interesting managerial implications 

for international marketing development processes, showing that the virtues of international diplomacy can be adapted 

to the practice of international marketing.
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Introduction 

That does not work in our market

are cases where this happens less and international 

situations and needs as well as cultural differences in 

 

consensus

Methodology  

expert interviews

Questions asked in the interviews:
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Findings

The Marketing Practice Side

centralized approach

decentralized approach

Sometimes I feel like a diplomat

I think 

collaboration in the EU is even easier. It is about facts and 

laws. Advertising is always to some extent subjective

It is important to involve the international 

governors very early It is all about to achieve buy in

The local 

marketers have to buy in the campaign by heart. They 

have to invest their budget into it

It makes 

creativity of the local marketers

too many cooks 

spoil the broth

the less honest is the feedback

You 

have to create a personal bond. Many decisions and 

discussions are later with a beer

creating trust. Good results help here

In order to achieve proper results and to coordinate the 

A clear process helps. 

It is also developing – a learning system

Neutral research is important for 

alignment
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The lead and the decision 

making should happen at the headquarters. Brand 

leadership is not democratic We exchange today 

For the last development 

It needs small 

concessions. You have to see what you can do for the 

countries’ requirements

Lessons from the World of Diplomacy

The Practice 

of Diplomacy

Fingerspitzengefühl

Satow’s Diplomatic Practice

also to their relations with dependent territories, and 

De la manière de negocier avec les souverains
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matter.

Prove more patience than your counterpart

Help all parties to save face.

Collect and maintain information and 

contacts.

Lead the conversation.

that is expected of you.

Communicate suggestions instead of 

demands.

Search even in the sharpest contrast for 

connecting similarities.

Declare yourself an ally.

a temporary withdrawal.

others come up with theirs.

Motivate your partner by the prospect of 

on salami tactics.

through of alternative scenarios.

compromise.

Give your partner the authorship of your 

agreement.

even if you have the edge.

Practice yourself in the art of small 

gestures.

understanding partner.

your intensions and the intensions of the international 

Diplomats are always very friendly 

and polite. Be polite but strong

Diplomacy is the 

ability to adapt to different situations

Be prepared You have to know the different parties 

involved

groupings

The protocol is very important. 

Everything is documented and written down

A general rule: 

about achieving a consensus

It is also important to create 

friendships with international colleagues.” “Create 

a connection and relationships

Think twice before you say 

something. It is important to understand what is the 

vision behind the other’s acting

Have superior rhetoric skills

local mentality of the people
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but know the red lines of your country

But at the end it is also about leadership

At the end the ministers decide

Particular Recommendations for International 

Negotiations

How 

to negotiate with anyone anywhere around the world

Western Europe

Eastern Europe

Asia

North America

Latin America

Arabic countries

Conclusion
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golden rules

The “12 golden diplomatic and international 

marketing rules”:

consensus
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